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It is shown that the (vn)t quantum field theory model is Lorentz covariant 
in the sense that the Poincare transformation 4(x, t) -+ $({a, d}(x, t)) is locally 
unitarily implementable in Fock space. It follows that the corresponding 
theory of local observables satisfies all of the Haag-Kastler axioms. The method 
of proof generalizes that of Cannon and Jaffe for the (V)* model and relies on 
higher order estimates for the generator of Lorentz rotations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the constructive field theory program in two space-time dimensions, 
the basic issue of existence has now been settled [3-8, 151, but there remain 
many questions concerning the properties of the solutions. In particular, one 
hopes to verify that the models satisfy the physical requirements for a 
quantum field theory as expressed in the axiom schemes of Wightman [ 171 
and Haag and Kastler [9]. 
Following Glimm and Jaffe [3-51, we showed in [14, 151 that the ($2ff)n 
model satisfies the Haag-Kastler axioms with the exception of Lorentz 
covariance. The most important step was the proof that the spatially cutoff 
hamiltonian H, is a self-adjoint operator on Fock space F. In [15] this was 
established by means of “higher order estimates” while an earlier proof [ 141 
used path-space integrals. A simpler proof that is related to this first proof has 
been given by Segal [16] and HGegh-Krohn and Simon [lo]. As a conse- 
quence of the self-adjointness of H, , the resulting dynamics for operators 
localized in a finite region of space is independent of the cutoff function g(.v). 
BJ~ producing a locally correct generator of Lorentz rotations (- lorent- 
zian), Cannon and Jaffe [1] have proved the Lorentz covariance of the (V)a 
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theory. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the Cannon-Jaffe 
result to (#2n)2 by using the higher order estimate techniques of [15]. 
We thus verify the missing Haag-Kastler axiom for ($2n)2 . 
Our notation and definitions are the same as in [l, 151. For every real 
function f in C,,OO(R*), the averaged field 4(f) IS a self-adjoint operator [4]. 
The C*-algebra of local observables ‘21 is defined as the norm closure 
where the union takes place over bounded regions B of space-time, and a(B) 
is the von Neumann algebra generated by 
(t+(f) :f = f E Corn(B)}. 
Let G be the restricted Poincare group of transformations of two-dimensional 
space-time. An element {a, /lB) of G is defined by 
{a, 431 (x9 t) = (a + xcoshfl+tsinh/3,r+xsinhfi+tcoshb), 
where a = (a, T). For functions f (x, t), 
fbl}(X, 4 =f (ia, 4-’ cm, 0). 
Our main result is: 
THEOREM 1.1. For {a, A} E G, the transformation 
9% t) - C({% 4 (x9 9 
is locally uniturily implemented on 9. That is, for every bounded set B C R2, 
there exists a unitary operator CT, such that, for ullf E C,“(B), 
This mapping clearly extends to a representation aIa,nl of G by a group 
of *-automorphisms of ‘2I such that 
CLOWN) = Wa, 4 9. 
Remark. The above theorem does not imply that when the spatial cutoff 
is removed (see [5]), the resulting physical theory is Lorentz covariant. To 
prove this one must further establish the Lorentz covariance of the limiting 
vacuum state. 
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Although the overall structure of the proof is virtually the same as that of 
Cannon and Jaffe’s, most of their arguments must be replaced with ones that 
accommodate the higher number singularity of the interaction +2n. Thus 
Sections 2-5 are devoted to a study of the properties of the local lorentzian 
Mg by methods that differ considerably from those of Cannon and Jaffe. In 
Section 6, the self-adjointness and higher order estimates for Mg having been 
established, we verify that the Cannon-Jaffe construction of local Lorentz 
transformations goes through for ($27”)2 with some minor modifications. 
Formal expressions for the hamiltonian and lorentzian are given by 
where 
H = Ho + H, = j (T,(x) + T,(x)) dx, (1.2) 
M = MO + MI = 
J 
* (x( T,(x) + I;(x)) dx, (1.3) 
T,(x) = + : d(x) + ?&p(x) + c$&)2 : (1.4) 
is the free energy density, and 
T,(x) = : p(x): (1.5) 
is the interaction energy density. Neither (1.2) nor (1.3) is a well-defined 
operator and in order to obtain a candidate for the generator of Lorentz 
rotations it will be necessary to introduce a spatial cutoff into the integral (1.3) 
just as in the case of the hamiltonian (1.2). Nevertheless, it is useful to examine 
the “proof” of Lorentz covariance for the “theory” with hamiltonian (1.2) 
and lorentzian (1.3). 
Formally one verifies the commutation relations 
[iH, M] = P (1.6) 
and 
[iH, P] = 0, 
where P is the momentum operator P = s dxP(x) with density 
P(x) = g : n(x) $b&c) + &“(X) n(x): . 
We wish to prove that e i@nr implements Lorentz rotations 
ei@$5(x, t) e-ipM = g5(As(x, t)), 
where 
(1.7) 
U.8) 
(1.9) 
4(x, t) = eitH#(x, 0) ecitH, 
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and 
43(4 t) = Kh 43) (“? t) 
= (x cash p + t sinh ,8, x sinh ,8 + t cash /I). 
In differential form (1.9) becomes 
Using the commutation relations (1.6) and (1.7) we find that 
i.e., second order and higher terms in t vanish identically. Hence 
[N, 4(x, t)] = eitH[iM(t), 4(x, 0)] editH 
= eifH[iM - itP, 4(x, 0)] ecitH. 
Since 4(x, 0) commutes with Al,, 
[N, l$(x, O)] = [ill& ) +, O)] 
= .wr(x, 0) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
by a standard computation; also 
EC $qx, O)] = -4&, 0). (1.14) 
Substituting into (1.12), we obtain the desired relation (1.10). 
The three main steps to convert the above argument into a rigorous proof 
are (a) to introduce a spatial and a momentum cutoff into the lorentzian in 
such a way that we obtain a self-adjoint operator; (b) to remove the momen- 
tum cutoff and deduce that M, is self-adjoint; (c) to show that for suitable 
bounded regions B C R2, (1.11) holds in the sense that for every f E Corn(B), 
vf&)l4(f )I = [~w7 - itpll 9 WL (1.15) 
where P, is a local momentum operator. (1.15) states that MV is the locally 
correct lorentzian for the region B: corresponding to the exact cancellation 
of higher order terms in (1.11) is the fact that second and higher order terms 
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in Mg(t) are localized outside B and hence commute with $(f). From (1.15) 
one deduce the relation 
and its desired consequence 
Since space-time covariance has already been established [15], the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 is complete once we establish the case of pure Lorentz rotations 
(1.16). With Cannon and Jaffe [l, Section 2.21 we note one further reduction 
which plays a critical role in the proof. If I = [a, b] is an interval in R, its 
causal shadow is defined to be the diamond 
B, = ((x, t) : a + 1 t 1 < N < b - ) t I}. (1.17) 
Then because we can always translate in the positive x direction, it is sufficient 
to prove Theorem 1.1 for sets B such that both B and AB are contained in BI 
for some closed interval 1 in Rf = {x > O}. The advantage of working over 
Rf is that the locally correct lorentzian Mg is bounded be1ow.l 
2. PROPERTIES OF Mg 
In this section we define and summarize the known properties of H, and 
M,-in particular, the first order estimates they satisfy. H, and M, are well- 
defined operators on Fock space 9. We take the usual definition of 9 and 
of the time-zero field operators on g (see [15, Section 2; 1, Section 21). The 
subscript g stands for a pair of cutoff functions (g, , gl), where gi(x) E Corn(R+) 
and g,(x) > 0 for i = 0, 1. The spatially cutoff hamiltonian is defined as 
H&J = f&l + T&h (2-l) 
where TI(f) = .bW TAX) d x and T,(x) is given by (1.5). Ho has been studied 
in great detail [lo, 14-161 and is known to be a self-adjoint semibounded 
operator on 9. As the lorentzian for the region B, defined in (1.17), we take, 
after Cannon and Jaffe, 
1 I have profited from discussions of this problem with Professors J. Glimm, 
A. Jaffe and B. Simon. 
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where LX> 0, 
and 
a + xgo(x) = q(x) = x on I = [u, b] c R-t. (2.3) 
This condition can be understood as saying that on the interval 1 there is 
no cutoff in H, and M, , and, accordingly, H, and M, should be locally 
correct on the region B, . In fact, this is already known for H, [14]. The 
reason for taking out the term &a in (2.2) is that we wish Al, to be a positive 
operator. In addition, there are two additional technical conditions on the gi: 
and 
xgi = h.2 z 9 hi > 0, hi E C,“(R+) 
“& = (a + %%) g1 - 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.4) is convenient for proving that 
is bounded below; and (2.5), which says that Mo,g is locally correct on 
supp g, , is needed to make certain commutators well-defined. Although this 
latter condition is not really necessary [I, Theorem 6.161, we shall always 
assume that g satisfies (2.3)-(2.5). For the remainder of this paper the cutoff 
g is in force, but we shall generally suppress it in the notation. 
We now describe the operators T,,(f) and 
p(f) = sfcx, P(x) dx, (2.7) 
where P(x) is given by (1.8) and f E Corn. When expressed as a sum of Wick 
monomials in annihilation and creation operators, T,(f) and P(f) obviously 
will not have L, kernels since they are approximations to Ho and P. Hence we 
decompose T,,(f) as 
To(f) = Wf> + mf> 
= 
s 
t’l’(k, , k,) a*(k,) u(k,) dk, dk, 
+ j- t’*‘(k, , 4) [a*@,) a*(+) + 4-k,) u(k,)] dk, dk, , 
(24 
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where in terms of p(k) ~~ (P 41’2 and the Fourier transform { of f, 
t”‘(k, , k,) y +; jjk, - k2) [p(Q p(k2) -t- k,k, + 77L‘L] [p(kl) p(lz,)]--I’“, 
(2.9) 
P’(k, , k,) =-- &j(k, -~ k,) [- p(k,) p(k,) + k,k, + m’] [p(k,) p(k,)]-’ “. 
(2.10) 
Whereas t(l) 6 L, , t’a’ does since [I, Lemma 3.2.21 
1 tc2’ 1 <; const If(k, - ka)/ ~(k, - /~,)a p(kr)-l’a p(k,)-“a. (2.1 I) 
It follows that Ti2’(f) (N + 1)-l is bounded: 
11 T;?‘(f) (A- t 1)-l !I < const !I t(“’ /IL! . 
Here N is the number operator and we have used the standard N-estimate 
[ 1, Lemma 3.1.31: If II’ is a Wick monomial 
l,jY = )‘&, ..* dk,w(k, )...) k,) a*(k,) ... a(k,) (2.12) 
with kernel w, then 
ll(iV + I)-a’2 W(iV T l)-b,2 11 < const. 11 U JILZ , (2.13) 
where a + 6 3 Y. The term T;“(f) is controlled by an inverse power of 
H, in terms of L, - L, estimates on the kernel t(l) [ 11. A similar decomposi- 
tion and analysis can be made for P(f). The result is: 
LEMMA 2.1 [I, Theorem 3.2.11. Let -4 = TAl’(f), Th2’(f), OY P(f), 
where f E Co%. Then, 
ll(H, + 1)-j” A(H, + 1)-j/a /i < “c), (2.14) 
where i and j are nonnegative integers such that i + j > 2. 
We find it useful to approximate Mg by a lorentzian M,,, with an ultra- 
violet cutoff 
i-i& = “Ho + T,,&g,) + T,,&gd. 
T O,K and T,,, are defined by cutting off all the momentum integrals at K > 0. 
That is, TO and T, are expressed as a sum of Wick monomials (2.12) each 
of which is replaced in the definition of TO,K and T,.R by 
wK = I‘d& . . . dk&k, ,..., k,) w(k, ,..., k,.) a*(k,) ... a(k,.). 
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Here xK = 1 if [ k, [ < K for all i, and xK = 0 otherwise. We write also 
Mos,K = awl + T0*&0)~ 
As a rule, estimates that hold for Mg will hold for Mg,, , uniformly in S. 
For example, an examination of the proof of (2.14) shows that for all K < CO 
and 
ll(H, + l)-“” TJ$(f) (Ho -t 1)-j’* 11 ,< const. (2.15) 
ll(N + 1)-‘/s L&$(f) (N + 1)-“2 11 < const. (2.16) 
for i + j 2 2, where the constants are independent of K. 
As a domain of “nice” vectors in 3 we take 
D = {Y 1 Y = (YO, Yr ,...) E 9, ‘Pfl E Cam, Yn = 0 for large n}. (2.17) 
i’kIg as constructed enjoys the property of being semibounded. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let g,(x) satisfy the condition (2.4). Then there are constants 
a and b such that for all K < 00 
4 d 4Jrl,,K + b) on D x D. (2.18) 
Proof. For E > 0, there is a constant d such that 
4, + TI,&gJ + d 3 0 on D x D. (2.19) 
This is the semiboundedness proof of Nelson [13] and Glimm [2]. Cannon 
and Jaffe [l, Theorem 3.2.51 have shown that 
~4 + To,K(xg,) + c 3 0 on D x D, (2.20) 
where c is a constant. Actually, K = CO in their proof, but the same proof 
works for K < 00. (2.18) follows upon adding (2.19) and (2.20). 
COROLLARY 2.3. There are positive constants a, b, and c such that 
M < a(H + 6) < c(M + 6) on D x D. (2.21) 
Proof. 
a(H + b) - kl = (a - a) HO - T,,(xgJ + T,((a - x)gl) + ab. 
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Clearly, by choosing a and b large enough we can arrange that this difference 
is positive. For by choosing a larger than sup{s 1 gr(x) f 01, we have 
(a ~~ x)gl(x) ;-- 0 and hence as in (2.19) 
H” +- T,((u ~- x)g,) -t c 3 0. 
Moreover, by (2.14) we can choose a so that 
(u - a - 1) (Ho + 1) - T,(xgs) 3 0. 
The second part of (2.21) follows in a similar fashion, 
3. QIADRATIC ESTIMATES 
We prove the self-adjointness of M,v by treating the TO,K term as a Kato 
perturbation. This involves proving quadratic inequalities such as 
(Ho + 1)’ < a,(H, + AT&f,) + TI.&) + b)2, (3.1) 
where a, and 6 are constants with a, depending on K. Here X is to be regarded 
as a parameter and fi as xgi/ol where gi satisfies condition (2.4). We adopt the 
convention that when the domain in inequalities such as (3.1) is not explicitly 
stated then it is understood that the inequality holds on the form domain 
of the right side. 
An inequality like (3.1) has been proved by Cannon and Jaffe for +“, and 
when fi = 0 we can use their result for $2f2: 
THEOREM 3.1. MO,, is essentially self-adjoint on D. There are constants a 
and b independent of K, such that for K < CO 
(H,, + 1)2 < a(Mo,, + b)2. (3.2) 
Remark. The proof in [l] is for the case K = co but works just as well 
when K < co. 
For #P we use the “pull through formula” [6, 151. Let T = (Ho + L-)- 
and R(z) = (T - z)-‘. Then 
a(k) R(z) = R(z - p(k)) a(k) - W - p(k)) [a(k), VI W4. (3.3) 
(3.3) allows us to pull the annihilation operator a(k) through the resolvent 
R(z) at the expense of an extra commutator term. We shall always be con- 
cerned with operators T that are essentially self-adjoint on D defined in 
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(2.17), and whose perturbation V is a finite sum of Wick monomials with 
smooth kernels. It follows that a(K) is defined on the dense domain 
D’ = (T - .z) D (3.4) 
and that (3.3) holds on this domain. In fact we have 
LEMMA 3.2 (Generalized Pull Through Formula). Suppose that 
T = (HO + V)- satisfies the above conditions. Let YE D’, where (z - c) is in 
the resolvent set of T for all c 3 0. Then for r a positive integer 
ql,,RY = c (-1)’ RJ,V1’RJ2 *.. RJ,V’jRJj+lalj+lY. 
part. 
(3.5) 
Notation. Let I = {il ,..., is} be a set of distinct ordered positive integers. 
Define (1, T) = (1, 2 ,..., r} 
a, = a(hil) ..* a&,) fors > 0 
I 
R 1 R(z) = (T - x)-l. 
for s = 0, 
The sum in (3.5) takes place over all partitions of {I,..., Y> into disjoint 
subsets I1 ,..., Ij+r (including permutations among the subsets) for 
j = 0, l,..., Y. The elements of each Ii are taken in natural order. 
RJ, = R(5), 
where 
5 = z - izi /dki) and 11 “I~UIl,,,U ‘.*uIj+l. 
V’ = [U(kjl),***, [U(kjJ, l’]**.] fors > 0 
ZzY 0 for s = 0. 
Note that the sum (3.5) includes terms where Ij+r is empty but not 1, ,..., Ii; 
this convention adjusts the sign (- l)j correctly. The i = 0 term is simply 
@(1.r)~* 
Proof. With some minor changes, this Lemma is Proposition 4.5 of [15]. 
In order to apply the pull through formula to the proof of (3.1) we must be 
able to estimate the commutators 
X”‘(h) = [a(h) Tci’(f )] >o 7 (34 
i = 1, 2, for large K. Here f E Co%. 
286 
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/ P(k) (11: + 1)-i,” II = 0(/q+‘). (3.7) 
Proof. aY’“,(K) is certainly densely defined, say on D; it is sufficient to 
prove (3.7) on D and then P)(k) ()Z: + l)-1/n extends to a bounded operator 
on all of .F. Now 
P’(k) = j W(k, P) a*( -P) dp, 
where by (2.11) the kernel w can be majorized by 
where h is rapidly decreasing. According to (2.13), 
;I X(*)(k) (N + 1)-l/* II < const. )I w(k, .)II, = O(P(K)-‘) 
by a simple calculation. 
LEMMA 3.4. For arbitrary Yin 9 and c > 0 
d = 
1 
ll(H,, + c + p(k))-ml;* X(l)(k) (IT,, + c)-ll* Y/l* dk < const. I( !Jl/*. 
(3.8) 
Proof. Let Pn be the n-particle Fock space. Now S1)(K) is defined on D 
for all K and since X”)(k) maps FT into FrP1 , it is sufficient to prove that (3.8) 
holds for YE D n Fn with the constant independent of II. We remark that by 
the methods of the previous lemma it is easy to show that the integrand in 
(3.8) is uniformly bounded in R, but different methods are necessary to prove 
it integrable. Now 
X(l)(k) = [ t’l’(k, p) a(p) dp, 
where t(l) is given by (2.9); therefore, 
A < 
s 
dk dp, ... dpnel [ (!I Api) + p(k) + c)-“* nli2 
(3.9) 
-112 
X j dP I t(“(k P)I [%Pi) + &) + c) 
i=l 
I VP1 ,‘**) %-1 3 PI] f 
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where a(p) has destroyed a particle by 
(a(p) 'y>(p, ,...,Pn-1) = n"21Y(pl ,*.vP,-1 ,P>* 
From the definition (2.9), 
(3.10) 
I P(k p)I ($lp(pi) + p(p) + c)-“~ < const. k4W2 lj @ - P)I . 
Replacing k by p,,, in (3.9) we thus have 
X 
U 
 ^dpEj(p, ,... 9 Pn) I f(Pj - P)l I YPI j..., Pj-1 Y PY Pjtl ,a.., *A]*, 
(3.11) 
where a is a constant and 
EdA t..., ~4 = [P(PI)/(~~P(PI) + c)]“’
We shall write this as Ej(pj), suppressing the other variables. In obtaining 
(3.11) we have interchanged pi and p, , and exploited the symmetry of Y’. 
In (3.1 I) we wish to replace Ej(pj) by Ej(p) to get 
d’=a; /dpl-*. 
j=l 
dPn [ 1 dPE0) I f(Pj - P)I I !QJ, y..., PT..., PA] ‘a 
For then the integral over p is a convolution between 
@j(P) = E,(P) ( Y(v(P~ ,..*) P,.*., A)/ 
and 0) = IfW , and the integral over pj is the square of the L,-norm of 
this convolution. Now 
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But 
Therefore, 
-4’ 5; const. i II E&) !P(pI ,..., Pn)lg 
j=l 
= const. /( (7 Ei2)l’* Y i[ 
To justify the replacement of E&j) by E,(p), we write 
Ej(Pi) = 4(P) + (Ej(Pj> - EdP)) 
to obtain 
+ 2 [j 4&i(P) I3u' I] [j 4e,(Pi> - MP>> I3’u I]. 
(3.12) 
Applying the operation a Cy=, J dp, *.. dp,, to (3.12), we of course get A on 
the left and A’ from the first term on the right. To estimate the second term, 
we note that 
I Ej(Pj> - E,(P)1 d I Ej(PI)2 - Ej(P)2 11’* 
(i;jP(Pi) + c) MPJ - P(P)) 
112 
= 
Therefore the integral of the second term in (3.12) can be majorized by 
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But, as before, this is the square of the La-norm of the convolution of !P with 
a rapidly decreasing function and so it can be majorized by 
where the constant is independent of n. The third term resulting from (3.12) 
can then be estimated by the Schwarz inequality applied to x.j s dp, .*. dp, . 
Hence A is bounded as claimed. 
The single commutators (3.6) are all that we need estimate. For let 
z = (il )..., i,}; then (T$‘)(f))’ = 0 when s > 1 and (T:“)(f))’ = 0 when 
s > 2. When s = 2, (T,$“(f))’ reduces to the constant 2P)(k, - k,); thus 
for all s, T,f) satisfies 
ll( T:‘(f))’ (iv + I)-“” II < const. fl ~(k~)-~‘~ (3.13) 
iel 
by virtue of (3.7) and (2.11). 
We now turn to the proof of (3.1) by the pull-through formula (3.3). For 
convenience, we work with 
T,(4 = WC, + hTo.dfo) + TI.KU&- (3.14) 
which is MK up to constants. To apply the pull-through formula it is neces- 
sary to know that TK is self-adjoint. For the moment we assume this, post- 
poning the proof until Theorem 2.8. We remark though that in the case 
h = 0 TK reduces to Hf K which is known to be self-adjoint [14]. 
The next lemma supplies an estimate on commutators like 
X’3’@) = b-44, T,Afi)l (3.15) 
which is a polynomial of degree (2n - 1) in the field 4. Since TK remains 
semibounded (Theorem 2.2) when perturbed by a polynomial in the field of 
degree less than 2n, we have the following estimate in terms of the resolvent 
Z&(x) = (TK - x)-l: 
LEMMA 3.5 [15, Lemma 4.41. Let r be apositiwe integer. There is a q, < 0 
independent of K and Y such that, for z, < z, , z2 < x0 , 
I/ Rg2(z2) T,(t$R~2(zl)jj < const. xK(KI ,..., K,) n ~(KJ”‘, (3.16) 
i=l 
where the constant is independent of K, x, , z2 . 
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Here, in the notation of Lemma 3.2, 
T,!f;;“ = [&), [*** [@G), TI.K(fi)l . ..I. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that T,giwn by (3.14) is self-adjoint where K < GO. 
Then there are positive constants 6, c(K), and d(K) all independent of h such that 
(4, + 1)’ < (c(K) + d(K) A*) (TAX) + b)“. (3.17) 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that 
IW, + 1) W-4 Y 11’ < (c(K) + d(K) 3 II Y II2 (3.18) 
for Y in the dense set Dl = ( TK + b) D as in (3.4). This choice of Y ensures 
that l&(--b) !P E D is in the domain of all the operators we wish to apply to it. 
Here b is chosen so large that (see 2.18) 
!J(H, + l)lis RK(-b)l/z 11 < const. (3.19) 
and so that (3.16) holds with r = 1, 
Ii Rg”(x,) Xc3)(k) Z?g*(z,)]! ,< const. xK(k) p(k)-lI” (3.20) 
for zi < -b. 
Now 
ll(fZ, + 1) RK(- 6) Yll” = J’ @I0 + I + &))“2 a(h) U-b) Y II* Al dh. 
(3.21) 
But by the pull-through formula, 
U(K) I?,(-b) Y = I&(- b - II) a(k) Y - &(- b - P) 
x [XX;‘(~) + hxjf’(h) + X!‘(h)] &c--b) Y 
where X$‘, i = I, 2, are defined by (3.6) with a momentum cutoff. Substi- 
tuting this into (3.21) we obtain by Schwarz’ inequality, 
j\(H,, + 1) I?,(-b) Yl\* < 4 [dh~(k){~)da(R) Yl\” f 11 AXF’(k)R,(--6) Yyil” 
+ A’ i /( AXJ4”R,(-b) Y II*), (3.22) 
i=l 
where 
-q = (Ho + 1 + &))112 I&(- b - CL). 
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But by (3.19) 
(I AY 11 < const. /j Rg2(- b - p) Y 11 
< const. lI(H, + p)-l12 Y/1 . 
Therefore from (3.22) 
I~(H, + 1) R,(-b) Y II2 < const. 
J - d@(k) ii”“0 + p)-’ ‘2 44 y II2 
+ 11 Rt;/2(- b - p) Xjf’(k) R&-b) Y 112 
+ A2 i l!(H, + p)-li22@(k) R,(4) Y 112/ . 
i=l 
The integral of the first term on the right can be written 
J - dhp(h) Ij a(h) fp2Y 112 = 11 H,1!2H;1y2Y II2 ,( /I Y 112, 
where Hi”’ is taken equal to zero on the Fock vacuum. The terms in the 
integrand involving the Xg), i = 1, 2, 3, are all bounded by const. X&Z) /I Y ]I2 
by virtue of (3.20) and (2.13). Hence the integral is finite and the bound 
(3.18) holds. We remark that because of the momentum cutoff it was not 
necessary to use the full force of Lemmas 3.3-3.5, but only the estimates 
11 Rg2Xg’(h) RF2 11 < const. &A). (3.23) 
We now prove the self-adjointness of Mk by treating TO.K as a Kato 
perturbation. Kato’s criterion is: 
PROPOSITION 3.7 [ll, p. 2881. Let T be a self-adjoint operator and let D 
be a core for T. Suppose that A is symmetric and that there are positive constants 
a and b with a < 1 such that 
II -W !I :< a ll(T + b) Y II 
for all YE D(T). Then T + A is seEf-adjoint on D(T) and essentially self- 
adjoint on D. 
THEOREM 3.8. For K < co and g satieying (2.4), Mg,, is essentially self- 
adjoint on D. 
Proof. We show that TX(X) given by (3.14) is self-adjoint where fi = xg,/ol 
and X = 1; this is equivalent to the statement of the theorem. We use Theo- 
rem 3.6 to prove Theorem 3.8 in spite of the fact that the conclusion of the 
second theorem appears as an hypothesis of the first. 
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By Lemma 2.1 (with a momentum cutoff) we know that there is a constant 
c1 such that 
II ~&K(f) w d Cl IlWo + 1) Y/l 
for all YE D(H,,). We choose J to be a large integer 
(3.24) 
J > c,[@q + aq11’2, 
where c(K) and d(K) are the constants in (3.17). 
We consider the sequence of values h =i/J, J’ = O,..., J. Let Pj be the 
statement that Z’,( i/J) is self-adjoint and Qj the statement that J-lTO,K(fO) 
is a Kato perturbation of TK( ,i/J), i.e., 
for constants a and b with a < 1. 
As we have already observed, P, is true since TK(0) reduces to the hamil- 
tonian Hf, . Now Pj implies Qj since, for Y E D( T,(jiJ)), 
by (3.24) and (3.17). lM oreover, by Proposition 3.7, Qj implies Pj+l . 
Q.E.D. 
4. HIGHER ORDER ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive both higher order estimates that depend on K: 
H,,j < aK(MK + b)i < cK(Ho + l)nj, (4.1) 
and others that do not: 
Ho2 + N2n < u(M~ + f~)~‘~, (4.2) 
where uK and cK are constants depending on K. The estimates (4.1) are used 
to prove that the powers MKj are essentially self-adjoint on D and do not 
survive in the limit K -+ co; on the other hand, the estimate (4.2) does trans- 
fer to the limit kr = co and, in fact, enables us to prove that this limit exists. 
For real 7, we define the generalized number operator 
N, = j- a*(k) p(k)l u(k) dk. (4.3) 
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Kate that N, = N and NI = H,, . We summarize in the following lemma the 
properties of N, that we require. 
LEMMA 4.1 [15]. (i) If T < v, 
N, < const. NV. 
(ii) If~>O,r>O,then 
(4.4) 
j++‘) < H,“NT, . (4.5) 
(iii) Let r be real and r a positive integer. For YE D(N:“), 
where pi = p(ki), aclSj) is dejned in Lemma 3.2, and prj is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree r with positive coeficients that satisfies, for xi > 0, 
Xl 
. . . Xj(Xl + . . . + Xj)c-i <<p,j(Xl ,..., Xi) < const. X1 ..* xj(xl + *a* + x$-j. 
(4.7) 
For convenience, we work in this section with M, in the normalized form 
(3.14): 
MK = Wo + VK) I4-3 where v-rc = Tcl.K(fO) + TI.K(fJ. 
Let 
R(-b) = (MK + 6)-l. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let r be a positive integer. Then there are constants a, and b, 
where a, depends on K < CO, such that 
IIM, + 1)“” Yll < 4(ncr, + W2 VI (4.8) 
for all YE D((M, + b)‘12). 
Proof. (4.8) is proved by induction on r: the cases r = 1,2 are already 
known by Theorem 2.2 and 3.6. Let YE Dl = (MK + b) D, where b = --z,, 
is chosen sufficiently large that (3.16) and (3.19) hold. By (4.6), 
Arfl GZ II(H,, + 1)“+1”2 R(-b) Y II2 
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where me have converted all but one (H, + 1)1/2 into an integral of products 
of annihilation operators. We apply the pull through formula (3.5) to pull 
the u(,,~) through the R, and we dominate the factor (Ha + x p(ki) + l)lr* 
bY 
R;l” zz R (- b - c p(ki))1’2 
by means of (3.19). This yields 
-4r+l < const. i J‘dk, ..* dkjP,j(pl ,..., pj) 
j-1 
x c /I R;;2F’1 ..a RJ,V’iRJi+l~,i+lY j12. 
part.of U,A 
(4.10) 
Consider a typical factor R:/12VtlR:‘2 , regarded as a function of the variables 
kil >***, kit where i, E I, , v = l,..., ‘+I t. Because of the momentum cutoff, the 
estimates (3.16) and (3.23) hold: 
11 R:i2F’“R:;:1 11 < const. XK(kiI ,.,., kit). 
Note that when t 3 2, (Tc,K(f,,))l 1 is a multiple of the identity. Therefore, 
from (4.10) and (3.19), 
A,,, d const. i 1 dk, ..a dk, 
j=l 
(4.11) 
where we have set 
2, = I1 u ... u Ii = {il ,..., ;j-.s}t 
2, == I,+, I= {jl ,..., j,), and x&d = X&Q, T..., kj-,). 
Taking into account the xK(Zl), we have 
pri(pl ,..., PJ -G const. cr~)j-~~~~ cLP4 [(i - s) CL(K) + & AJG)]‘-~ 
r-j 
5: _ const. 1 Ps+t.s(Z2) 
t=o 
by the binomial expansion and (4.7). Here the const. depends on K and 
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By (4.7), since p(K) > m > 0, 
if t < t’. In the above sum over t, s + t < r; therefore, 
Integrating out the variables in 2, in (4.1 I), we obtain 
A,+l < const. i C 
j=l Z,C(l.i) 
j fl &p,,(Z,) II a,,(& + 1)-t!” Y II2 
iEZe 
< const. /I Hi’“(HO + 1)-1’2 Y 11’ 
by (4.6) with T = 1. Setting Y = (MK + b) @, where @ is an arbitrary ele- 
ment of D, we thus have 
lI(H, + l)(‘+1J/2 @ /I < const. ll(fY, + l)(7-1)ia (MK + b) @ 11 . (4.12) 
By the inductive assumption 
1I(H, + l)(r-l)/z (M, + b) @ (1 < const. /(MK + b)(r+1)/2 @ j/ , (4.13) 
which appears to prove the lemma. However, we do not yet know that D is a 
core for (MK + b) o+r)12 and so we must argue more carefully. 
Define 
B(h) = (Ho + l)+l”z(ffo + AT,,, + T,.K + 4 
on D. It is sufficient to prove that D is a core for B( 1). For then (4.12) extends 
from D to D(B( 1)); by induction (4.13) holds on D((M, + f~)f’+~‘/~) C D(B( l)), 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. As in the proof of Theorem 3.8, we 
consider a sequence of values hj = j/J, j = 0, I,..., J, and regard the operator 
C = J-‘(Ho + I)+l)/* TO,K 
as a perturbation of B(hj). By (4.12) 
![(H, + 1yTf1)/2 CD (I < c 11 B(Aj) @ (1 
for @ E D, where the constants b and c are seen to be independent of hj E [O, I]. 
But, as in the next lemma, 
/I(& + l)(‘--I)/* T,,,(H,, + 1)-(r+1)‘2jI < CK < CO. 
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Hence, by choosing ] > ccK , we have for Q, E D, 
where a = J-%x~ < 1. That is, C is a Kate perturbation of B(Q. 
Now by the method of [15, Lemma 4.91 we know that D is a core for B(0). 
This follows from the facts that (4.8) holds when h = 0, i.e. when MK is 
replaced by HK = H,, + TI,K, and that powers HKr are essentially self- 
adjoint on D. From 4.14 we see that D is also a core for B(0) + C = B(h,) 
and that D(B(X,)) = D(B(0)). Continuing in this way we reach the con- 
clusion that D is a core for B(1). 
To complete the estimate (4.1), we dominate powers of MK by powers of 
4 . 
LEMMA 4.3. Let j be a positive integer. Then there are positive constants b 
and cK , where c, depends on K such that 
/I n/r,‘y 11 < cK Il(H, + W y 11 - (4.15) 
Proof. Here 2n is the order of the interaction. Since (H, + b)“j is essen- 
tially self-adjoint on D it is sufficient to prove (4.15) for !P E D. Now because 
of the momentum cutoff, MK has the form MK = H, + 2 Wi, where W, 
is a Wick monomial (2.12) h w ose kernel has compact support. Each such 
IVi maps D into a set of vectors which have a finite number of particles and 
which are of compact support and C” almost everywhere in the momentum 
variables. It follows that M,j can be expanded on D into a sum of well- 
defined products of the form A = H$WipH3 ... Will where il + ..* + i, = j, 
and W represents a typical Wick monomial in MK . Each product can be 
dominated by (H, + b)%j provided that b is chosen sufficiently large, say 
b > 2njp(K). It suffices to show that 
W(H, + u)-~ = (HO + a - 2r~~(K))-~+” B, (4.16) 
where B is a bounded operator. For then it is clear by induction that 
A(H,, + b)-nj is bounded. Take W of the form (2.12) with r < 2n. Then 
W(H, + u)-~ = (H, + a - 2?+(K))-’ j dh, ... dh,v(h, ,..., h,) a*(h,) ... a(h,), 
where 
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where the f is chosen according to whether the corresponding a# is an a 
or a*. Since 
the operator norm 
II v(k, >...> k,)lI < 1% >-.., &)I . 
By an extension of the basic estimate (2.13) to cover the case of operator- 
valued kernels [6], it follows that 
B = (23, + a - 2n,u(K))-91 J dk, .** dk,va*(k,) ..* a(k,) 
is a bounded operator. This completes the proof of the lemma. Note that by 
the Spectral Theorem, the K dependence of b can be incorporated into cK . 
THEOREM 4.4. Let j be a positive integer. Then MKj is essentially self- 
adjoint on D. 
Proof. Let C = D((MK + b>“j) h w ere b is a large positive number. By 
the previous two lemmas, 
D C CC D((HO + I)‘lj) C D(M,i). (4.17) 
Since D is a core for (HO + l)ni, it follows from (4.15) that 
D((MKi ID)-) 3 D((& + 1)“j)). 
Therefore, by (4.17), 
(M$ ID)- 3 (MKi Ic)- = MKj 
since C is a core for Mki. 
We proceed to prove the K-independent estimate (4.2); the basic technique 
is again the pull through formula, but now much more delicate estimates on 
the integrand are required. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let 7 > 0 and Y be a positive integer. Then there are constants 
a and b independent of K such that 
11 H~‘zN?;1)‘2 Y/l < a /(MK + b)“2 Y I/ (4.18) 
for all YE D((M, + b)‘/“). 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on Y, the case r = 1 being (3.19). 
By the previous theorem it is sufficient to prove (4.18) for YE D. We set 
@ = (MK + 6) YE D, where b = -- za is chosen sufficiently large that (3.16) 
and (3.19) hold. By a now familiar procedure we expand 
by (4.6) and apply the pull-through formula. The result is similar to (4.10): 
(4.19) 
We insert this inequality into (4.19) and estimate the integral over the 
“variables” of II . Say II = {ir ,..,, it}. We must estimate 
does not depend on the variables of II, for recall that 
and by the triangle inequality it is sufficient to estimate each of these three 
contributions to (4.20) separately. By (3.16) the contribution of Z”I,K can be 
dominated by 
const. 
I 
dkil ... dkRit[p(ktl) ... p(ki,)]-1-5 // di, I/* < const. I/ Q1 I(*, (4.21) 
where the constant is independent of K. As for the T&terms, when t > 1, 
(T$)” = 0, 
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and by (3.13) and (3.19), we have 
11 R”“( T$k)‘l RI’” !I < const. ?gl ~(k~)-i”s 
for all t. Thus the contribution of TAT; to the integral (4.20) is bounded as in 
(4.21). It remains to estimate 
(T,‘;;)” = A-(&J 
when t = 1. But by (3.19) and (3.8), we have 
J 
’ dkil /j R:~2X’1’(kiJ R$D, 11’ < const. /I @i I/‘. 
Hence we have integrated out the variables of Ii: 
where the constant is independent of K. In this manner we integrate over the 
variables of I2 u ... u Ii to obtain 
A,,, < const. i 1 
j=l IC(1, j) 
j fl dklP(kr)-5 11 ~:‘%,ts 112. 
/El 
By a change of variables we can rewrite the sum overj and I as a sum over 
subsets {I, 2 ,..., s} of (1, 2 ,..., r). Using the estimates (3.19) and (4.7), we have 
A,+~ G const. i j dk, ... dk,~,,(~;~,..., P:~) // k0 + i Pi + 1 -1’2 a(,.,j~ ii’, 
S=O /I i=l 1 II 
where the s .= 0 term is simply ll(H, + 1)-l/2 @ lj2. It follows from the expan- 
sion (4.6) that 
.fl r+l < const. JJ(iVf, + 1)“2 (Ho $- 1)-1’2 0 ~1’ 
-5 const. Il(NL;’ + 1)1’2@ /I2 
by (4.4). Since GE D, C D((MK + !J)(~~~)P), we obtain by the inductive 
hypothesis, 
)I H,1’2N:l,2Y II = A r+l < const Il(MK + b)(‘-1)‘2 . @ II 
= const. li(M, + b)(r+lJ ‘p Y jl , 
where the constant is independent of K. 
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COROLLARY 4.6. Let 6 > 0 and r be a positive integer. Then there are 
constants a and b independent of K such that 
for all Y E D((MK + b)(r+1)/2). 
Proof. The Corollary follows from the Theorem by means of (4.5) with 
7 = s$lr. 
The estimates (3.19) and (4.22) do not permit us to dominate the operator 
EL,, itself by (MK + b). However we can dominate HO as in (4.2) if we abandon 
the requirement that the powers of HO and n/r, agree. The inequality 
Ho2 < a(MK + b)j (4.23) 
for some j > 2, or “weak quadratic inequality”, is our replacement for the 
strict quadratic inequality with j I= 2 that holds for $4[3]. It is an open 
question whether the quadratic inequality is true for +““; however, for most 
purposes, including the present ones, it is a convenience and not a necessity. 
We prove (4.23) withj = 2n. Actually our original proof, which was based 
on the double commutator method [3], worked for j = n + 1 and in addition 
enabled us to dominate products of the form LZa2Ni. Since neither of these 
advantages appears to have any useful applications, we present here the much 
simpler proof of (4.23) due to B. Simon (private communication). 
COROLLARY 4.7. There are constants a and b independent of K such that for 
all Y E D(M,“) 
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 it is sufficient to prove (4.24) for YE D. Since 
D C D(MO,,) n D(T,,,), we have 
(4.25) 
Since T,( fi) is a sum of Wick monomials with L,-kernels and maximum order 
2n [14], it follows from the basic estimate (2.13) that 
/I I;,&\: + I)-” 1) < const., (4.26) 
where the constant is independent of K. Therefore from (4.25) 
IlWo,, + 4 Y II < IIWK + 4 Y II + II T,xW + I)-” II IIW + 1)” Y II 
2: const. li(MK + b)” Y jj 
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by (4.22). But by Theorem 3.1, 
II fWl/I d const. II(M,.Ic + 4 YII , 
and (4.24) is proved. 
5. ESSENTIAL SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF icir, 
In the previous two sections we established a number of properties of the 
ultraviolet cutoff lorentzian MK by methods that depended on K being 
finite. Now we take the limit K--f co and find that many of the properties 
of MK transfer to the limiting operator M. 
As the next lemma states, MK converges to hl on the dense domain 
D, = D(H,) n D(N”). (5.1) 
Convergence in this sense is not strong enough to control the limiting operator 
and in Theorem 5.3 we prove that the resolvents &(z) = (MK - z)-l 
converge in norm. From this it follows that M is essentially self-adjoint on D. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let YED,. -4s K-+ co, MK!P-+ MY. 
Proof. We continue to write ill, in the normalized form 
MK = 4 + Tdfo) + T,,dfi). 
By the estimates (2.15), (2.16), and (4.26), TO,K( fo) and T,,x( fl) are defined 
on D, for K < co. In fact, precisely these estimates prove convergence. For 
consider the difference A, = Tl(fi) - TI,K( fJ. A, can be written as a 
sum of Wick monomials whose kernels are the tails of L, kernels. Therefore, 
by (2.13), II A,(N + I)+ II . b IS ounded by the La-norms of these tails which go 
to zero as K -+ co. Since a similar argument can be made for TAT:, it follows 
that on D, 
T$ + TIsK -+ T,‘2’ + I; . (5.2) 
The strong convergence of B, = Ti”(f,) - TAf&( fJ to zero on D(H,,) 
does not follow from a corresponding statement of norm convergence, since 
II B,(ffo + 1)-l II + 0 (5.3) 
as K + CO. However, by (2.15) 11 B&Y,, + 1)-l I/ is uniformly bounded in K. 
It is thus sufficient to show that B,Y -+ 0 for Y an T particle vector in D. 
BY F-9, 
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where 
Therefore, 
I BKy I d 2 t, j dk I t”‘(k, pj)l I Y(P, ,..., k ,..., PI)1 , (5.6) 
j=l 
where by (2.15) the right side is an L, function in (p, ,..., pr) whose norm is 
bounded by const. [I(&, + 1) YyI[. Moreover, as K+ 00, (BKY)(pI ,...,p,) + 0 
pointwise so that by the dominated convergence theorem jl BKY/( --+ 0. 
For the proof of resolvent convergence we require a norm convergent 
statement for TA’i. The failure in (5.3) is to be expected, for, roughly 
speaking, we can regard T,$f,) as He,, and clearly 
does not converge to zero in norm (apply C, to a vector whose support 
consists of momenta with magnitude greater than K). However, this intuitive 
argument indicates that 11 B,(N, + 1))’ !j --, 0 for T > 1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let E > 0, i and j be nonnegatizle integers, and f E CT,,=. 
(i) For i + j > 2, 
~I(H, + l)-yTp(f) - T$f)) (HO + l)-j!sll = O(iV2). (5.7) 
(ii) For i + j 2 2, 
ll(N + l)-iyTp(f) - 7$(f)) (N + l)-j;aji = O(K--l+C). (5.8) 
(iii) For i + j 3 2n, 
@v + I)-“.‘2 (T,(f) - T,,K( f)) (Iv + 1)-j” I) = o(K-r+f). (5.9) 
Proof. (5.8) and (5.9) have essentially already been proved; the estimate 
O(K-lif) on the rate of convergence follows from estimates [14, Lemma 4.41 
for the kernels in T& and TIbK , and is not really important for the present 
purpose. 
Equation (5.7) is a consequence of estimates developed by Cannon and 
Jaffe [I] for Wick monomials with one creating and one annihilating leg. 
These estimates involve L, - L, norms on the kernels such as 
I ZL’ ll.r = s;p p(V j I w(k, P>I dp. (5.10) 
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As an example of (5.7), we prove the case i = 1 and j = 2. As in (5.4), 
BK = T:‘(f) - T,‘!!c(f) 
= 
s 
WK(k, P) a*(k) a($‘) & 4. 
We see that for Y an r particle vector 
Hence (/ B,(H,, + l)-ljz Y/I is bounded by the norm of 
and 
AKI yl = [ 1 w&,P)l ~~(p)-l"a*(K)a(p)dkdp I y 1 
ll(H, + l)P’ BK(& + 1)-l II < II(fC, + 1)-l” &(f& + IF2 II 
G I WKk PI P(PY’2 I 1.1 
by [l, Lemma 3.1.11. According to the definition (5.10), 
I %(k PI &Y2 II.1 = s;P EL(V j I WV4 PI PEL(PY2 4
6 amt. SUP CL(~)+~ [ I f(k - p)I (1 - xdk, P)) 4 
k (5.11) 
by (5.5) and (2.9). When 1 k ( 3 K/2, (5.11) is O(K-1/2) since the integral 
is O(1). When ( k 1 < K/2 
j- I.& -P)l(l - XKldp = j->nif(k --$‘)I dP 
.m 
<2 
J 
K’2 If(p)1 dp = W-9, 
where s is an arbitrary positive integer. 
THEOREM 5.3. There is a semibounded self-adjoint operator T such that for 
z sq@iently negative 
“(M;, - z)-’ - (T - $1 jj = O(K--19 (5.12) 
as K-+m. 
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Remarks. 1. We could just as easily show that the semigroups e-MKt 
converge in norm. 
7 -. In the next theorem the operator T is identified as (M In,)-. These 
theorems are proved in precisely the same way as the corresponding theorems 
for H, [15, Section 51. 
Proof. We first establish the norm convergence of the 2n-th powers 
RK( 41)~~ of the resolvents for all b sufficiently large. Then the norm con- 
vergence of R,(4) follows by taking Zn-th roots and applying the Stone- 
Weierstrass Theorem. 
Let K <L be two values of the ultraviolet cutoff. We use the formula 
RF - R”L” = c R~*l-i(ML - AI,) RI. (5.13) 
i=l 
The difference ML--MK consists of three terms 
B(2) _ 742) 
0.L - 
T(2) 
0-K Y and B@ = TIL- T I.K * 
By (4.22) 
1, Rp+i-ig(i)R; j( < const. ll(N + l)-2n-1f’ B”‘(N + l)-i II , 
where the constant is independent of K. Thus by (5.8) and (5.9) whenj = 2 
or 3, 
11 Rg+l-’ B(‘)R; 1) zz O(K-l+‘), 
where E > 0. 
As for B(l), at least one of i or 2n + 1 - i is greater than n. Hence by 
(4.24) and (3.19), 
/I RK 2nf1--iB(1)RLi //< const.{\I(Ho + l)-1’2 BO(Ho + 1)-l 11 
+ lj(H, + 1)-l B’l’(H, + l)-li2 iI} = O(K-l”) 
by (5.7). This establishes the convergence of RF. 
Let R(z) = lim,,, RK(z). As a limit of resolvents, R(z) is itself the 
resolvent of an operator if and only if the null space N(R(z)) = 0 for some 
z [l 1, p. 4281. But Kleinstein has observed [12] that this is a direct conse- 
quence of Lemma 5.1: Suppose that YE N(R(--b)) where 6 is sufficiently 
large so that RK(- b) converges. Take 0 arbitrary in D, . Then 
(0, y) = ((“K + b) 0, M--b) y) - ((&I + b) 0, R(--b) ‘u) = 0, 
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so that Y = 0. Therefore, R(A) is invertible, and T = R(--b)-l - 6, as a 
densely defined, closed, symmetric operator with the sufficiently negative 
real axis in its resolvent set, is actually self-adjoint and bounded below. 
THEOREM 5.4. M is essentially self-adjoint on D. 
Proof. From the strong convergence of MK to M on D, , it follows by a 
simple argument that 
MIDnC T. (5.14) 
But by the Principle of Cutoff Independence [ 15, Prop. 4.13 the estimate (4.2) 
transfers to T, i.e., 
Hoa + Wn < a(T + b)2n. (5.15) 
Therefore, 
and from (5.14), 
C = D(T2”) C D, , 
T Ic CM IDn - 
Now C is a core for T, hence 
T = G’- Id- C W ID,)-> 
a symmetric extension of a self-adjoint operator. We conclude that 
T = W ID,)-- 
Essential self-adjointness on D follows from that on D, by a standard argu- 
ment [15, Theorem 5.11. 
COROLLARY 5.5. For suitable constants a, b, c 
H < a(M + b), (5.16) 
H2 < c(H,,~ + N2n + 1) < a(M + b)an. (5.17) 
The same inequalities hold with the roles of H and M reversed so that 
D((H + ZJ)“~) = D((M + b)l12), (5.18) 
D(H”) C D(M), (5.19) 
D(M”) C D(H). (5.20) 
409/38/2-4 
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Proof. Since D is a core for M, it is a core for (M+ b)l12 and (5.16) follows 
from closing (2.2). (5.17) is just a restatement of (5.15). Since H is a special 
case of 111 obtained by settingg, = 0, it is clear that the higher order estimates 
(5.15) hold for T == H (of course, these estimates were proved originally for 
N in [15]); hence the roles of H and M can be interchanged in (5.16) and 
(5.17). 
6. LORENTZ COVARIANCE 
The analysis in the previous sections has provided a self-adjoint operator M 
which satisfies the estimates (5.16) and (5.17). It remains to verify the details 
of the Cannon-Jaffe proof that M is the locally correct generator of Lorentz 
transformations. According to the discussion in Section 1 this amounts to 
showing that if 1 is a closed interval in R+ and if f is a C” function with 
SUPP f LJ SUPP f.,, C BI , then 
&“%j(f) ecidf8 = +( f+). (6.1) 
Note that the function g must be a correct cutoff for the region B, ; i.e., g 
satisfies the conditions (2.3)-(2.5). 
We remark that (6.1) is an operator equality: for f a real C,= function, 
C(f) is known to be a self-adjoint operator whose domain includes 
D((H + b)li2). In addition, we prove the form version of (6.1), 
on D((M + b)1’2) x D((M + b)lf2). 
(6.2) 
Here (x, t) and /l,(x, ‘) are in B, , and the forms in (6.2) are continuous in s 
and t by the first-order estimate (5.16) and Lemma 3.2.1 of [4]. 
We present only a summary of the Cannon-Jaffe proof: for full details 
see [ 1, Section 61. In the #P case, there are two modifications of this proof. 
The first is trivial and consists of systematically replacing Hz and M” with 
H” and Mn in the various estimates that occur (see (5.17)). The second is more 
basic and is necessitated by our lack of control over the domains of H and ICI: 
we are unable to show that D(H”) is a core for M and D(Mn) a core for H. 
Accordingly, we must work with bilinear forms instead of operators at certain 
stages of the proof. 
Motivated by the formal proof of Section 1, we see that the main idea in 
the proof of (6.1) is to verify the commutation relation (1.15) for f E C,“(B,) 
and g a cutoff function for the region B, . For convenience, we restrict our- 
selves to functions f with support contained in 
B, = {(s, t) : a + E + 1 t ] < x < 6 - E - ] t ) and 1 t j < E), (6.3) 
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where E > 0 is some small number. This represents no loss of generality since 
anyfin C,“(B,) can be written as a sum of suchf. It follows from this assump- 
tion that if ( s ( < E, then 
@f( f-k?) s c$(x)f(w, t) dxe--iH”+s) (6.4) 
is affiliated with the von Neumann algebra a(I) generated by 
{exp(i$(h,) -t k(ha)) : Ai real, C”, supp hi C 13. 
The main steps in the proof are as follows: 
Step 1. For YE D(HTLf3), we define 
F(t) = w we W)l u’) (6.5) 
where M(t) = e-iHtMeiHt. F(t) is well-defined and in fact three times con- 
tinuously differentiable by (5.19) and the inequality [4, Section 31: 
i(H $- b)‘:z~(f) (H + b)-(i+1)/2 (1 < m VW 
for j = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Obviously, 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
Step 2. The above commutators can be evaluated. On D,, x D,, we 
obtain, in the sense of bilinear forms, 
[iH, AZ] = P + s 2n : 4”“-‘(x) T(S) : g,(x) (x - 01 - xg,,(x)) dx, (6.9) 
where P is a locally correct momentum operator 
(6.10) 
By (2.5) the integral in (6.9) vanishes, and in analogy to (1.6), 
[iH, M] = P (6.1 I) 
on D(H”) x D(H*) C D, x D, . Since the operators P and .M are defined on 
D(H”), (6.11) extends to an operator equality on D(HR+l). 
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Therefore, we find that on D(H”f2) x D(Hnf2) 
[ifI, [a, M]] = [iI& P] = s, 
where 
(6.12) 
S = To (-& txgo) j - m2 j : +(x)’ : $ (Lygo) dx - I’, (g) . (6.13) 
Step 3. Since S is a local operator whose kernels vanish on I we expect 
that S commutes with 9(I). Th e p recise statement is (note that D(S) 1 D,,) 
[S, W(I)] = 0 on D, x D,. 
It follows from (6.4) and (6.6) that 
[s, @S+(f) e-iHs] = 0 on D(H”) x D(H”) (6.14) 
for I s 1 < E and suppf C B, . 
Step 4. The rigorous counterpart of the expansion (1.11) is to write 
F(t) in terms of its Taylor series. For some s, 1 s 1 < 1 t j 
F(t) = F(O) + W(O) + S”( 
2 
s. )
For 1 t ) < E, (6.15) is just 
(6.15) 
[~Mt)74(f)l = [~~,Kf)l - W,W)l on D(Hnf3) x D(fW3). 
(6.16) 
Step 5. The commutators on the right of (6.16) can be evaluated by 
passing to the sharp time fields, 
4th) t= jdxfb 446, 0, 
where the subscript s indicates the time dependence off. The result is, for 
1 t I GE, 
[Wt>, Nft > O)l = 4xft , 0) - t9 (g , 0) 
on D(Hnf3) x D(EPf3). That is, for / t ( < E, 
(6.17) 
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Since suppf C B, we can integrate (6.17) with respect to t to obtain 
(6.18) 
on D(Hn+3) x D(Hn+3). 
Step 6. In order to deduce (6.1) from its differential form (6.18) we must 
show that the equality (6.18) holds on a domain of the form D(W) x D(M). 
For then if YE D(Mj), so does e-isMY and 
G(/?, x, t) = (e-iB”Y, +(x, t) e-isnfY) 
is a continuous function of N and t [4, Lemma 3.2.11 with a distribution 
derivative in /3, 
by (6.18). That is, G satisfies the distribution differential equation 
(6.19) 
But (6.19) has a unique solution with initial condition G(0, x, t), viz., 
G = V’, #4x, 4) yu). 
This establishes (6.2) on D(W) x D(Mi) and, by extension, on 
D((M + b)‘/“) x D((M + b)l/‘). The operator statement (6.1) is immediate. 
It remains only to prove 
LEMMA 6. I. Let I C Rf, g satisfy (2.3)-(2.5), c > 0, andf E Com(B,). Then, 
in the sense of bilinear forms 
(6.20) 
on D(H) x D(H) or on D(M) x D(M). 
Proof. We know that (6.20) h o Id s on D(Hn+3) x D(Hn+3). Let YE D(H); 
since D(Hn+3) is a core for H, there exists a sequence Yr in D(Hnf3) such that 
Y, + Y and HY$ ---f HY. By the first order estimate, we have for constants 
a and b 
ll(M + a)lj2 (H + b)-“2 /I < co, (6.21) 
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and by (6.6) 
where 
(6.22) 
is in C,“(R2). Therefore, 
(M + u)lP Y,. --f (M + u)ljZ Y (6.23) 
and 
w4 y: - rbw y- (6.24) 
Moreover, by (6.6) 
ll(ff + Q’!“$(f) (ff + 61-I II < a. (6.25) 
(6.21) and (6.25) taken together show that D(H) C D((M + LZ)‘J’“$(~)) and 
that 
Since 
(M + a)‘/” j)(f) !Pr ---f (.I’ + a)‘!’ l+(f) Y. (6.26) 
(Y, , [illf, c+(f)] Y.J = i((M + uy2 y, , (M + w2 4(f) YT) 
- i((M + u)‘!“qqf) Y, , (M + up2 YT), 
we see from (6.23) (6.24), and (6.26) that (6.20) extends by continuity to 
D(H) x D(H). 
By (5.20), (6.20) is th en certainly valid when restricted to D(W) x D(AP). 
Finally, the extension to D(M) x D(M) follows as above from the estimate 
II $(f) (M + 6)-1’2 /I < co. 
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